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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
One need .not be acquainted with American society.for very·long be-
fore it becomes .evident that the typical style of life has become a very 
violent one. One is constantly bombarded in television, radio, and 
movie film with ·scenes of both real and staged violence. ·The pages of 
the newspapers faithfully. report all the gory details, .accompanied by 
pictures .from several different angles, of every mishap or criminal act 
which has the. potential. to arouse the insatiable American appetite for 
viewing violence. People have become so used to seeing and hearing 
violent accounts in the·media that it now appears that mere wars, riots, 
murders, or other violent actions ·must have some ironic "public interest" 
aspect to them· to be noticed at all o Gerbner ( 1971) has reported that 
violent episodes occur on television at the rate of over eight per hour. 
Saturday morning viewing,. which remains as the prime viewing time for 
children, is perhaps the mosLviolent of all. Fully 94 percent of the 
cartoon .programs most avidly watched were foimd to .. focus .on at least 
one violent episode. 
An increasing amount of concern on the part of· some individuals 
has been shown regarding the possible effects which this continuous 
bombardment·with violence via the media is having on our society. Some 
authorities (Klapper, 1960) feel that the effects are generally exag-
gerated and. that there is actually little caus.e for alarm. Others 
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(Wertham, 1968) contend that the continuous exposure of children to 
hostile material is having a much more extensive effect than is gener-
ally recognized, and have gone so far as to. declare that much of tele-
vision· is merely a .school for violence. The presentation of so much 
violence carries ·with it tacit approval of the idea that most of 'life•s 
frustrations can be solved or overcome by finding the appropriate ag-
gressive and violent action. With the. recent increase in bombings, 
skyjackings, .assasinations, and kidnappings it has been suggested that 
-the mass media are unknowingly helping to. undermine the bonds of our 
·society. 
There are also those·who. feel that violence and hostility are a 
natural part of everyone•s-life, and in attempting to repress it·we are 
only making it worse. · The mass media, in devoting time and space toward 
publicizing violence, are actually serving a necessary social function. 
As each individual views the violence he identifies it with his own 
violent tendencies, and so the portrayed violence serves as a vicarious 
outlet for the ·expres.sion of his own hostile impulses. 
In 1972 the Surgeon Gener.al of the United States commissioned a 
·Scientific.Advisory Committee on.Television and Social Behavior to in-
vestigate the impact of ·televised violence on subsequent aggression. 
In its report to the Surgeon·· General t.he committee concluded that view-
ing violence can indeed increase aggressive behavior. However, there 
still are many aspects to the more global -question of aggression and 
violence which need .to be investigated. 
l'he.intent of the present study is tostudy the effect-which ex-
posure to violence in literature has on aggression, with a particular 
interest in whether the emotionality of the words used in the account 
has any.effect on· the intensity of the induced aggression. 
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW·OF'LITERATURE 
The Catharsis Hypothesis 
There are .at-present two-major opposing theories regarding the 
effects of exposure to hostile or aggressive behavior on .subsequent 
behavior. The catharsis hypothesis maint_ains that participation in an 
aggressive-act, whether -physically or vicariously through exposure via 
some medium, will serve to de~re;!se the tendency toward further ag-
gression by reducing the hostile or aggressive impulses·within the in-
. dividual. -·This view, which is an extension of the psycho-analytic 
. concept_ of catharsis, is seen by many as having socially beneficial 
effects in reducing the amount of a.ggression·in society. The presen-
tation of 'hostility and aggression by, the, mass media is an effective 
·way to ·provide socially-acceptable outlets .for the ·release of aggressive 
impulses by allowing the individual to vicariously participate ·in the 
aggressive act, and thereby-decrease his own motivation to aggress. 
The most noted proponent of this theory is Feshbach. In his well 
known study. done. in· 1955, . l."eshbach· found .. support for the theory using 
projective fantasy as an outlet for the hostility. He angered two 
groups of college s·tui;lents. and then gave half of them the opportunity 
to respond to the .anger by writing.projec,tive fantasy.stories in re-
sponse to TAT'~ards. Feshbach found that·writing aggressive TAT stories 
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resulted in a reduction in subsequent aggressive tendencies, .as measured 
by a.questionnaire dealing·with aggressive feelings. He concluded that 
the group which had a chance to express their anger through fantasy had 
themselvesvicariously .aggressed, and.the task had.thus been cathartic. 
Lewin, Lippitt, and White (1939) produced further support for the ca-
tharsis position. They .found that childrents aggressive tendencies 
decreased after they were ·given the opportunity to scapegoat their feel-
ings onto a neutral object. In extending the support for his position, 
Feshbach (1961) exposed his subjects to either -a violent ten-minute 
fight-scene or-a film about how rumors spread,in a.factory. Half of 
the subjects viewing each film had. b.een insulted. and were anger-aroused, 
the other half ·were not. He found that exposure to the fight film had 
the hypothesized cathartic. effect, but only if the observer was in a 
· state of anger-arousal at the time of viewing the _film. Thus the ·ca-
thartic effect seems to be dependent on the ·previous state of arousal 
of the individual. Feshbach and Singer (1971) have provided another 
study of the ·catharsis hypothesis. ·They controlled the television diet 
of several adolescent boys in an·irtst;Ltutional setting for-several 
weeks. · Paily ratings of each boyr s aggressive behavior· were also kept. 
They· found that several of-- the .. boys ·who viewed -the non~violent tele-
vision ·programs exhibited more aggressive behavior than those boys who 
were· e.xposed to the violent :programs. 
In other attempts to validate the cathartic position contradictory 
evidence h~s been found. ·Siegel (1956) exposed children between the 
ages of three and five to either 0an aggressive or non-aggressive film. 
Following the film, children from each of the groups ·were placed to-
gether ·in a -playroom and_ their levels of aggression measured and 
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recorded. One·week later the ·same·children were exposed.to the film 
·which they had not.seen previously, and again.their aggressive behaviors 
were reco:i:ded. Siegel found a tendency toward increased aggression 
· following exposure to an aggressive film rather than a decrease, as 
would be predicted by the :catharsis hypothesis. Mallick and McCandless 
(1966) gave third-grade children a-difficult:task, and then frustrated 
half of the· subjects ·with ·interruptions and prevented them from com-
·pleting. it. -All the children ·were ·then allowed to play aggressively by 
. shooting guns at targets. · Following the play period they were allowed 
to ·nget evennwith thei:i: frustrater by interfering.-with his work. No 
reduction in the· instigation to agg:t:ession was found in either the 
frustrated .or. nan-frustrated group .as :a·:result of the opportunity to 
.·engage in aggressive play. Mallick -and McCandless concluded that the 
aggressive·play had no cathartic value. However, the results did in-
dicate that:when the·children·were·provided with a-reasonable positive 
inte:i:pretation .for the frustra:t.or• s !llCtion a -reduction effect ·was found. 
Th·e ·expression· of :aggression· in itself was . not: sufficient to result in 
a reduction of.the amount· of.hostility manifested. 
·· The social-Learning or: 11bontagion" Hypothesis 
In· lig?t of the contradictory results ·in replications of Feshbach• s 
work, a large body ·of lite:i;attire has appeared which -questions the vali-
dity of the·catharsfs hypothesis. Berkowitz (1962), in a review of the 
experimental findings .on· the.:,effects o.f violence via the mass media, 
states :"there is no need for theareti~al twisting and turning on this 
·point; there simply. is no adequate evidence that hostility catharsis 
occurs through vicarious aggression" (p. 240), and. proposes a second 
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explanation for the effects of exposure to violence. He argues that 
participation, whether actual or vicarious, in aggression will increase 
the individual's tendency to aggress by lowering his inhibitions against 
aggression. Support. for this view suggests that extensive coverage of 
violence by the mass media, instead of having a beneficial effect as 
the catharsis hypothesis maintains, may actually have a detrimental 
effect on society by increasing the tendency toward aggression. 
Bandura, Ross, and Ross (1963) conducted what has become a classic 
study on the effects of violence on nursery school children. The chil-
dren ·were shown either a live model engaged in aggressive actions toward 
a Bobo doll, a film of the same model aggressing toward the doll, or a 
cartoon character aggressing toward a doll. The children were then 
frustrated and left to play in a room with a number of toys including a 
Bobo doll. In all three of the conditions the results·were an increase 
in the amount of aggressive behaviors by the child toward the doll. 
In a similar study Lovaas (1961) showed groups of nursery school 
children either an aggressive or non-aggressive ·cartoon. Later the 
children were allowed to play with one of two games. In one game, 
pressing the lever caused one doll to strike the other doll. In the 
. other, the result of ·pressing the lever was merely to bounce a ball. 
Lovaas found that the children who had been exposed to the aggressive 
cartoon were ·more interested in the '!aggressivett toy, and played with 
it significantly more than the non-aggressive group. 
Still further evidence was provided by Mussen and Rutherford (1961) 
who found that children exposed to aggression will show a predisposition 
toward further aggression. They divided their first grade children into 
six groups. Three groups were given a number copying task and then 
frustrated with constant criticism by their teachers. Innnediately 
afterward one group viewed.an aggressive cartoon, the·second a non-
aggre·ssive ·cartoon, and the third was, shown no cartoon at all. The 
remaining three g.roups were .treated similarly, except that they were 
not frustrated while performing the task. Mussen and Rutherford mea-
sured each childts verbal·expressionof his desire to pop and destroy 
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a balloon and found·that the children who were·exposed to the aggressive 
cartoon were· significantly more intense in·· their· desire to· destroy the 
balloon· than either of the other two groups. Whether the children had 
been frustrated or not was found not to be· significant. 
Results :similar to those for childr.en have been ·found using adole-
scents and -adults as. subg,ects. Walters, Thomas, and ,Acker (1962) pre-
sented -adolescents and adults ·with a paired-associate learning task in 
which the subject respond:ed to the "errors" by administering electric 
shock. The subjects ·were then exposed to either -a film of a realistic 
. knife-fight scene or a non..;yiolent film about cooperative behaviors. 
In·the "learning task" which followed, the, subjects who saw the violent 
film· expressed.more verbal aggression and administered more·severe 
electri.c shock to another individual than those who saw the movie with 
a non;..;violent theme. In anothe.r s.tudy, m~le college· students were 1shown 
an aggressive prize-fight-scene, or a non-aggressive track race film 
(Geen and Berkowitz, 1967) •.. A,sain ·subjects who observed the ~ggressive 
film gave highe:r·shocks than those·who observed the non-aggressive film. 
·Wheeler and Caggiula ( 1966) conducted a similar. study using enlisted 
men in the Navy and foundgreater amounts of verbal aggression among 
the-group. exposed· to aggression. ·Even viewing_an·extremely aggressive 
· s:port such as football can enhance hostile feelings (Goldstein and Arms, 
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1971). 
'The import of the· studies :conducted.· thus far· seems to lead to the 
conclusion that exposure to violence·does not.seem to serve as.a cathar-
sis .for hostile and -aggressiv.e tendencies, .. and substantiates :aerkowitz• 
(1970) contention that :rraggression ·is all too likely to lead to still 
more aggression" (p. 6). 
Factors ·Involved in·the·Effects of·Observed Violence 
. ·It ·is apparent• that observing violence leads to a reduction in the 
inhibit;Lon against violence and instigates f1n irtcreasein subsequent 
aggressive behavior.· There are several facto.rs ·which have been shown 
to be ·involved·in influencing the magnitude of the aggressive response 
·to situations ·where agsression has :somehow been experienced. 
One·of these factors seems to be the.,attittide taken by "the observer 
-as.to whether the violence he is ·witnessing is justiHed.or not. 
Berkowitz (1970) contends that in our·soc;iety aggression is socially 
acceptable'when·dire~ted.toward persons·who·deserve it. The viewing of 
·"legitimate" aggress;l.on ·seems tq. mak.e a person 1 s own aggression appear 
·more, "morally proper," and, thus red.uce ~he ·v:iewer• s inhibitions to 
aggress. Berkowitz, Corwin, and Hieronimus (1963) exposed college stu-
dents to .a prize-fight· scene. or a neutral fi1111. clip about canal boats. 
Prior to viewing,the film, half the·subJects in each group were in-
sulted,·while-the-other half :werenot. As an introdtiction·to the ·prize-
fight.sequence, half the.subjectsviewing the film·were given a justi-
fied explanation for. the violence in the j;ilm, 1while the othe.rs ·were 
given a summa·ry which provided .a non-just:l.fied explanation. The-· results 
showed that there is a greater increase·in the likelihoodof aggreuion 
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:i.f the violence is seen as justified than if· the. violence· is not· seen 
as justified. .A replication. by Berkowitz and· Rawlings ( 1963) confirmed 
the ;above ·results, that ~ggression.which ·1s ·seen as socially justified 
· reduces.·the restraints against hostility .and .. iri.crea·ses aggressive be-
havior. M;eyers (1972) also ,fotind ·that ·.college, students ·who viewed jus-
tified: real film ·violence · subs:equently gave more·· shocks and more intense 
' shocks them ·.students :who viewed. non-just;ified. real film violence. ·The 
:viewing of justified .. violence seerµ.s to crea.te ·in the- viewer the feeling 
that it ·is acceptable to attack a person whom he. feels deserves ·to· be 
·punished.· B.erkowitz, ·Corwin, .an:d Hieronimus (1963) postulate that be-
cause ·II justified" violence has been ·socially sani:;.tioned the viewer 
. might also believe that it is :permissible for h-im ·to attack ·the "vil-
lains" or. frustratars in his.own·life. 
· The;•s.timulus propert:l.es ;of ·the :potential target •of ·the .aggression 
··is another .facto.r ·which influ,enc:es ·the ·effe~ts.·of observed violence. 
Bet"kowitz (1965) contends that~when an in~ividual has been.aroused·to 
respond .aggressively, his hQ..stili ty .may. be. held ·ttin .check" unles:s the 
.appropriate .aggression evoking:cues are 'pre~ent.in the environment. 
Only when these "Cues ~re·present·do the. individual rs hostile-impulses 
·get· translated. into .. aggressive behavior. "Thus, .a pers.on ··who sees a 
brutal fight may not himself 'dis·play <~ny detec~able .aggression" imme-
diately afterwards, ev\en .if 'his inhibitions are ·relatively weak, unles.s 
he ·encounters stimuli having.· some .association ·with the ~ightn (Berkowitz, 
1965, P• 360). 
In his initial resear~h on ·this ·topic,. Berkowitz (1965) .used col.;.. 
lege students •who were initially. eit.her insulted. or ·not insulted by a 
confeder·ate ·who ·was posing as another· sttid,ent;. 'I'?e .confederate 'Was 
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introduced. to the subject :as ·either -a college boxer,·or -a speec:,h major. 
The subjects ·were t,hen shown a film clip_ of a. viohnt boxing match or 
a ne~tral control film. When given the opportunity to. shock the con-
federate, subjects. who were. angered. by a confeder-a:te introduced as a 
boxer.and.then shown the,,vio,lent·fight·film gave the-greatest number of 
shocks. , It" seems the ,~ssociation be.tween ·the target ,and the c:haracters 
in ·the. observed film µtay have ·precipit_at;ed .the aggressive ·responses 
from the .. angered .subjects. 
Berkowitz and Geen (1966) followed this .study· wi·th an attempt to 
establish the .. association on the basis -of the target 1 s name. ·In this 
study the.·control fibx1- ·depicted.an ·exc:iti.ng, though non-violent, road-
race fJlm. Half of the· subjects ·viewing theviolent boxing-film·were 
introduced to ·.a confederate having~· the· s~me name as.·one -of the boxers. 
· The· subjects subs·equently gave· greate:i:- ·shocks ·when they ·had been angered 
. by a confed.erate ··witb,tthe. same name as the character ·in the aggressive ,. . 
. film. Again, the-confederatets a.ssociat;lon·with aggression-related 
stimuli p:i;oduced more .a;ggres.s·ive atta~ks. from -the ·pers:0ns viewing the 
film •. 
An extension of ·this .:series o.f studies ·was conducted. to investigate 
a possible difference in -subsequent.shock when-the·confederate·was as-
sociated with the victim in·the film, instead of the victor.· Geen and 
Berkdwitz (1967) insulted their male ·college subjEaets before having them 
view a film. To ... half of the subjects .-the- insulter ·was introduced as 
'"Bobtt, and to the o.ther half ·he, ·was introduced as ·HK.irk". All the 
·subjects .then saw a film clip in ·which the .actor,. Kirk ·Douglas, •was 
given a severe bea:tin~. The· subjects ·were then given -an opportunity 
to aggt"es.s against their insulter. It ·-was found that subjects gave 
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significantly stronger-shocks to the.insulter whose name had.been asso-
- ciated with the name of the victim. in the fight scene. than to the in-
sulter ·whose name was not associated with the film. 
An .additional study (Be;rk,o-witz cfl,rtd Geen., 1967) found similar re-
sults even ·when the association between_- the name of the confederate and 
the .film character• s name ·was formed. after the .. film had been viewed. 
Closely related to the presence of. aggressive-cues in the·environ-
ment of the target of aggression is the similarity between the situation 
where the exposure to violence took place a;nd.the behavioral settings 
which the subject may encounter later. In both the experimental situa-
tion and in the mass med;i,a, the·subject is lllways ·exposed to the-aggres-
sive model in a· particular· setting with a variety of -s-pecific cues. In 
the case of the·experiment, the·subsequent test for aggression is gen-
erally made in a· situation ·which is very similar to the initial exposure:: 
and contains many of the same '(!Ues ~s before. However, following the 
- exposure to the ... aggression via the .mass -media the- subject may not later 
encounter a· situation ·which is. similar to the ·med.ia setting or which 
contains many of the sa.me cues as t-he original exposure situation. 
Lovaas (1961) and.Sie~el (1956) used cartoon ·seglllents which de-
picted a la:):'ge number of different highly aggres:sive behaviors. After 
-each of the·.subjects had viewed the film he ·was -placed in a situation 
·which was vezy different from that in the cartoon and which contained 
·virtually. none" of 'the· s~me _cue.s present· in the cartoon. Out of four 
·separate replications, in only one_ was there a tendency for. increased 
.aggression as a. result· of viewing the. film. It ·.seems that similcirity 
between the·· exposure --situation and the· setting in ·which the subsequent 
aggression ·is measured is e;ssenti,al in order for the instigation to 
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aggres:s-ion ·to occur. 
Meyerson ( 1966) tested; this. hypothesis by exposing ·children .to the 
·.performance of an aggreu.ive model on .. film. The. ·children ·were then 
, obs:erved .in a test. situation· having ·either .a high, medium, or low de-
gree. of ·similarity to the·exposure situation. Meyerson .found that ·the 
level o.f imitative a~gression 'irtcreased .as the level of· similarity 
between .. the ·exposure ~nd te.s'.t.,.situations i~creased. . 
It ~appears that thedevel of subsequent ·.a~gression is ·determined 
. in ·part by the. level of cue.· similarity. between the ·exposure si tua tiorts 
and. re.al-life "situations ·which· the. indJvidual encounters. later. The 
·reproduction of observed violence is "cue-specificn, .and thus reaU.stic 
:aggression portrayed· in eve.ry.day sett.ing~ is much more likely to be 
. imitatec;l. • 
. An ·important, though ·st.ill somewhat ·equivocal, body of· iite:c:atli·re 
has appeared·wh1ch ·d,eals with a -revision of the·catharsis hypothesis 
originally proposecj :by ·p·e,shbach. 'l\i.e ·revised theory contends that it 
·is :not the observation ·of ·aggress.ive -att.acks ·which results in catharsis, 
but ·rather the .. observation.· of· the. tragic ·.results of aggression that 
·produces the ·catharsis •.. ~ccording, to this hypot;heds, the subsequent 
aggres·sion of ·angered subjects ·shou.ld be ·reduced. when theiY witness the 
horrific stimuli associat.ed .with ·the afte:i:inath of ·violence--injury, 
pain, blood,, .and·. suffe;i;ing. 
Bramel,· Taub, .and Blum (1968) studied:."an observers ·-reaction to the 
·suffering of his :eriett!Y·" ·Half 'of the subjects ·were,insulted by the 
first experimenter, .and ·~ s:ecqnd .experimenter then played a tape re-
cording of the first experimenter's.experience as a subject in a drug 
·experiment. In ·th~ three versions .of the tape the·experimenter 
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experienc;;ed a -euphoric reaction ·to the-:4rug, .a neutral reaction_, -or a 
·very miserable -i-eaction. '.l'hough the results seem to be· somewhat ambi-
guous, the .. aroused ... s.ubjects!;:: subsequent ag_gression toward the first 
experimenter. s:eemed to be ,unaffe~ted ... by .exposure to the neutral or eu.-
·phorif.c tapes, but ·a -substantial reduc_tion in -aagress;!;on ·was found. for 
subjectsc:who had listened to· the ·experimenter •s_uffer in the misery 
.version. The -conclus.ion ·was that ·t:;he -subject rs desi:i:-e to punish the 
experimenter. ·was -redu~ed by ·the ·perception of· him -undergoing extreme 
-suffering. 
In a·-s.imila:r ·study Ha-rtmann ( 19&9) showed~ subjects three -versions 
-of :a basketball game. · The neutral vers;i.on !.ll.erely depicted a vigorous 
.but non;.;yiolent game •. In the ci~er -two ver~_ions the game ·was interrup-
ted by a.' fist fight between two of the ·players. The- second version .fo-
cused on the attac~erts :res-pons~rs :of punching. fists, kicks, angry facial 
express.ions., anq .aggressive. ·verbalizations ..• ·The third version concen-
trated _on the. ·plight of· the ·victim, includ;ing ··close-ups ·of 'his -face as 
he•·was knocked ·down, groans, c;rie9, and. other :s.igns of distress. For 
the half o.f the.·subj~ts.·who had :been angered. it :was found that both of 
the "aggressive films .increased· the intensity .of the•-•shocks delivere4 
- ostensibly as ·p.art of; a ttlea;rning. task" following •the film. Using in-
tensity of· shock -as w me~sure .of ag_gression, the- same ·was .true for the 
non-a.ngered .. subjects, ·with ·no.:diffe-~ence between ~ttacker'and victim 
films in ·-either ·ca$e.. Howeve:i:, t;he-_results were ·changed somewhat when 
the .. interaction. of :t;A-e.,·intenS.i ty . and. the· d.urat;ion of ·shock was used as 
------
a -criterion. !n··this :c-as.e the ·subjepts :exposed· to t;he attacke:t'. film 
·.exhibited more ··~ubs-.equent -a1g~ression ·thian ·th~ ~ontroJs,- with no diffe:i::-
ence between the ,aroused .a_nd_ non-arouse4 .. subjects ·in •either condition. 
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The arous.ed .subjects.·who viewed· the victim f'i,lm ·were ·significantly more 
aggres:sive in tern:ts ·Of the .intensity X<duration · interattion than any 
.other grqup of subjects, -and the non-angerec;l .subjects who viewed: the 
·victim .film actually :reducec;l their· s,ubse_quent :aggressi,on. When consi,-
dered in· this ·way the. re~.u,lts "seem to, lend support to- the.·revised ca-
tharsis .hypothesis, but the -author chos:e. to : . at.tribute the ··results. to 
a more activ;e.·'.degree,.ot' ·inhibitio.n ~gainst a~gression as the result ·of 
theii- ·being· sensiti2;ed ,,to· the ,.pose:ible ·serious :cons:~quences o.f their 
own aggressive ·re{:lcti,onso · The ·:results obt:~ined,.: usin~ shock ·intensity, 
and· the. intensity x J;luration :intei;~~tion ·as .a -criterion of aggression 
-are both pres.ente4. he~e ,,becaus:e .. of ·th'~- low .corJ:ela tions ·which have been 
found (Henry, 1913; · Neiberding, 1974) between measures of intensity 
arid_.duration of shock, which suggests ·that results b~sed· on ·a combina-
ti on of theee ··meaau:i;-es ml:ist ·be ·interpre~ed .. with ·c;:.aution. 
· In .an unpublisJ;,ied ;.stu4y cite<J;,.by 'QQranson · (1970),' Tannenbaum arid 
.Gorans.on angered. all of ·th~ir ·subjects and then exposed. them to a highly 
aggressive boxing rnatfi::h ·with ·either a· positive ·en4ing in ·which. the 
·winner ·is .unscathec;l and .goes. on ·to:.1.ive ha:ppilY .. ever -after, .a negative 
outcome in ·which the: loser ·is :seiv.:ere;;ty .inju.;c:ed, suffers a cerebral 
hemorrhage, ,and· dies, or a contro.l out{:ome .··which just· :reviewed events 
of the fight. ·In se~.ing,·:contradiction -of Hartrnannt s :results ·the· sub-
j&:ts ·who were angeJ:ed .and ,exp0:sed .. to the negative outcome (similiu to 
. . . '·, ,' ' 
·.Hartmann' S-""vi.ctim" film) re4uced -~the1·intensity of· shock .which· they were 
willing· to ·a¢:ninis_te:j:'.. In .a· follew.-up s.tuqy Go:i;'anson · (1969). found the 
·same "J:esults, even ·when the.-, long term,·e.ffe~ts in the outcomes ·were nc:>t 
directly attributable to th~ fight. Again, the author·does.not :consider 
his ·results to substantiate. the ·revised, -.catharsis. hypothesis. He 
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ins.tead, agrees that the perception ·of 'the horrible 'effects of violence 
·sensitizes :the,·subjects to the potential harm ·which they might them-
selves inflict. 
The val:i.dity,of "the .. ,cortchtsions offered by the authors .of this 
research is .still subject to -queE1:tion. Seemingly cont:radictory evidence 
has been foun.d .by Scha;rff and Schlottmann·· (in pree;s),. ·Wilkins, Scharff, 
and.· Schlottmann ·(in pres.~), an~, Hen;ry ·(197'3) ,, .all of ·whom reported an 
·inc.rea.se ·in ·s11bse.qu:oent a:&gre.s.s.ive behavior following exposure ·to verbal 
reports of the-' results -of ·violence.. Using; intensity of· shock as a cri-
texion ·of :a$gres:sion, ~rttllflnn ·.(1969) also .. found.: that :subjects irtcreas·ed 
. their aggression afte;r -being' expose4.· to. an ·aggressive film, ·which de-
picted. the., tragic results .of :aggre·s:S:ion against ·a -victim. · The lack .of 
' . . 
any definitive :evidence ,a,t ·this t,ime makes it·impossibleto determine 
CHAP'l'ER ·Ill 
· S'IAT~MENT · qF. ·PROBLEM 
' 
·the majority.of the resea:i:-ch investigat:ing·the effects .of the ob-
servation of violence on aggressive behavior has employed live ·models 
or filmed .and videotaped models as the .medium for: the observa'tion of 
the aggression. However, .the increase in aggressive b.ehavior ·following 
·exposure to violence does not se~ to be limited .to dtuation.s involving 
visual stimulation. Scharff and Schlottmann·{l973) have found that 
subjects ·who -wer.e first angered.and then .exposed to a violent r-adio news 
broadca.st .. responded with more .aggression .than subjects .who listened to 
a broadcast of neutral. material. Schuck, Schuck, Hallam, Mancini, and 
"Wells (1.971) found .s·imilar r,aaults using_actual radio broadcasts. 
Wilkins, .Scharff, and. Schlottmann (in press). found that persons with 
-different :.personality ;types .. ~responded .somewhat .differently to the ob-
served aggression; her results. for :all iiroups ·were ·consistent :with the 
·previous findings that violencalineed .not be"witnessed :visually ·in order 
·.. . . 
to affect subli!e9uent.aggression. More ;i:-ecently,the concern has focused 
. on televised violence (Singer,. 1971-; Surgeon General 1 s Scientific 
Aclvisory Committee on Television and Social Behavior, 1972) • 
.. A large portion of the v,iolence ·pres~J:lted. on television is found 
.in news broadcasts which report.the. events which occurred. throughout the 
world on any particular day. Many.of the events which the news agencies 
deem important, and to-which -they devote, extensive coverage, focus on 
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acts of violence and aggression. In so doing the news agencies expose 
their. viewing public to a ·substantial amount of violence. !he news 
agencies have also long recognized. that a .substantial part of the impact 
on the public of any news event. which ·they repo~t is governed. by the 
nature of the words which are used in the .. broadcast. A very emotionally 
worded news item·which vividly portrays the occurrence of a violent 
event may be slid to.also.include 1I1ore·"aggressive11 words than afactual 
account of the same event·which.is.not so emotionally ·loaded. The im-1 
portanee of ·11emotional loading" in printeq .accounts of violence·was the 
subject of some studies by Tannenbaum (Surgeon General's. Scientific 
. Advisory .Committee Otl Television.and Socfil ·Behavior, 1972). Tannenbaum 
exposed. his ·subjects to erotic, humorous, aggre.uive, or neutral video-
tape of film material •. Aggression ·was measuX"ed by. the subject's ·will-
ingness.to administer·el.ectric shock.or·to give, negativeratings•which 
could jeopardize another•s career. The results of .his studies showed 
that the neutral film.mate:rial precipitated less aggression than either 
the erotic OX' humorous material, .and that .the: greatest a.mount of aggres-
sion resulte~ from exposure.to the erotic material. Tannenbaum·con-
eludes that the arous~l capability of the.material is equally as .. 
. important .as, its content. 
Schlottmann., Shore, .and Palazzo (in press) attempted to extend 
·Tannenbaum• s .• findings in. their investigation of the· effects of exposure 
to violent and non•violent printeq,selections on -~ubsequent aggre~sive 
behavior. Theresults of that-study·wer¢ inconsistent·with previous 
findings in that subjects who had been.·ninsultedn responded with .less 
·-
Sl,lbsequent •.aggressive behavior than the non-insu\ted .. subjects. The 
author.a report: that it :was d.iscovered .. in the debriefing sessions that 
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the, subjects tended.tobelieve that the confederatets.insult toward them 
was justified, and the large amount· o.f criticism directed toward an 
ability in which they had neither exper:L~nce nor ego involvement (their 
·t1ESP11 ability). resulted in their being intimidated and discouraged, 
rather than aroused. Thu.s the "insulted" subjects were not really 
insulted at all, .and their intimidation produ~ed a decrease in their 
post-test shock levels.. Schlottmann, et al.ts results appear to be 
, similar to. those found by Bramel, 'l'.aub, ,and Blum (1968), Hartmann (1969) 
and Goranson (1969, 1970). However, evenwhen interpreted in light of 
these findings, the results are. still sQJl\ewhat puzzling. Assuming that 
the sensitization hypothesis .is true, one would expect a greater re-
duction in subsequent aggression from emotionally .aroused subjects <who 
are more highly. sens:l.tized, than in lesser ar.oused subjects. However, 
the opposite was found to be t;rue. The emotional-violent group showed 
. significantly Jess red.uction in aggression than the factual-violent 
group which was no.t ·substantially diffe;rent from .the control group. 
Thus the results.do not.seem to.be consistent-with any of the previous 
findings, and are very ·4ifft.cult to, logically explain. 
There are some additional methodological problems in the.study 
which .further complicate the interpretation of the results. !:he fac-
tual~violent and emotional-violent selections which the subjects were 
given differed not only in the emotionality of-the·words, but also in 
the content and -information Colll!llunicated .•. Thus the accounts were not 
really comparable. B.oth of. the violent selections ·were also titled 
nThe Boston Strangle:r:," which allows for contamination of the emotiona1-
factual variable by not taking into account the possible differential 
exposure and experience of the subjects to either the book or the movie 
on the same topic. The title of the selection may have prompted the 
subject to recall scenes from his previous exposure to the event and 
thus invalidate. control over the emotionality of the selections. 
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The present stµdy investigated the effects of printed accounts of 
violence on aggressive behavior. The design was similar to that of 
Schlottmann, et al., but incorporated several crucial methodological 
changes. The insult-arousal procedure was insulting instead of inti-
midating. The insults were delivered by the confederate.~~in a very 
personal, face-to-face manner, and were directed toward the subjectrs 
performance on a supposed intelligence test. By directing the insult 
at something in which the subject has a definite stake, the amount of 
ego involvement in the insult on the part of the subject was increased 
and thus enhanced the effectiveness of the insult and resulting arousal. 
The printed accounts were also tnade more comparable, so that the 
only continuum on which they differed was the degree of emotionality 
and arousal potential in the wording of the account. The information 
transmitted was the same for both selections. The titles were also 
removed so that the subject had no referrent with which to tie the se-
lection which he read to any material with which he had had previous 
experience. 
An additional measure of aggression was also used. Both the in-
tensity of the delivered·shock and its duration were recorded. These 
criteria are not necessarily comparable in ail aspects, and it remains 
to be determined which is the most reliable indicator of the magnitude 
of an aggressive response. 
Based on the results of previous research in this area, it t.Tas 
hypothesized that both the experimental groups (emotional-violent and 
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factual-violent) would.respond with more aggressive behavior than the 
non""violent group, with theemotional-violent group being more aggres-
sive tha,n the factual-violent group. lt'.was also expected that the 
insulted subj,ects would produce higher '.meim shock .levels than the non-
insulted subjects. 
·CIW>TER '-IV 
··subjects 
~ixty .male ·students· who were enrolled in.·introductory; psychology 
_courses at Oklahoma. State University.served as:~s. 'l;he'~students were 
all of freshman or -sophomore ·st,and;ing. 'lien subjects -were ·r-andomly 
assigned to ea-ch of the six -conditions. 
Appal;:'atus 
.A: rrshockn app.aratus :s:i:in,ilar -to the one .us~d, by:·Buss -(1961) ·was 
us·ed. ·It ;cons.is.ts -of a black._, 12.5" x :24-·~" x 12.5" box-shaped. struc-
ture -with ten" levers_ :on the_ .fl'ont :panel. The levers were numbered .1-10 
from -left to right, with _the•;.first -lev~r labijled 11m;!.ld11 and the tenth 
lever -nstrongn. -Located _below- tlie.se l~ve;rs in. the -·cente;r of- 'the ·panel 
was a separate, lever labele<J "ready'". A small pai:lel in the .adjoining 
room ·with lights correspond;ing to the level;'s ·was connected to the :---~: 
-"shock" box. _A Hunter Model- 120A 'K_loq.kcounter ·was also used .to measure 
the duration of ea.ch-shock,. 
Proced,ure 
, Each subject :wa-s informed :,that th'7- experiment ·:was :trying t~o -deter-
· mine. the -e-ffect on extra-sensory perception performance ·when the- threat 
•-, 
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of shock is present. He ·was asked Al>tlut -his previous experience ·w:ith 
extrasensory perception and his belief conce;i:ning ·its ·e·xistence. U.nless 
he was .totally unwilling .. to admit to ;any possibi,lity ·that there "Was :such 
-a· phenomenom the ·experimen,t :will proceed_. He ·was a.lso given the oppor-
tuni tv . to c stop if ·he .. objected. to the._ us:e of shock. 
' 
A pre-test measure of t;he · !iiubj ect 1 s .. level of agg:res.sion ·(as mea-
·sured. by the. in.tensity and duration of t;he.~shock which he administers) 
was obtained .-from all Ss. ·Each '8 was :tested ~w:·ith a confed~ra.te .. who 
- ·- , ·, 
. posed as a·-_,stuclent :f:rom another section of. the clas·~· · '.{.')le· S and the 
. '\ 
, confederate were then .-introduced to -the shock apparatus:, and instructed 
that _the· levers :were ccmµected t-o el~trodes :in the adjoining room, and 
that shocks of increasing· intens.ity;.would .:be ,delive.red to- the person 
·wired to the -electrodes a·S the, levers ,from .. one - to . ten ·were pressed. 
they were told .that -the shock leve~ would. increase and become:·more p~in­
ful as .they moved f;t"om,. le'(er n:umbe:i:- 1 to lever nu~er 10. The subject 
:was als:o informed .that the::confed:e,rat·ec·w:o4ld rece_ive ·shock a~ ,long as. 
the lever ·was pres.9ed, but the· shoe~ "would ,not be- intense ·enough at any 
. level. to actually caus-.e :physic;:.al harm. Throughout the ·experiment no 
shock ·was ad.ministered at any time• - The .. con.federate ·was asked to draw 
one. of two slip.s :of paper, from a,-containe:i: -to determine.· if he would. be 
the .. administrator or tbe .. recipient -of the :sheck •. ';!!he _draw- was rigged 
\ 
·so. thctt· the ;·confederate was always the recipi~nt. 
The,:confederate_ then adjourned to the adjoining ·.room ·where he ·was 
to be··wtred to the apparatus. He..actually,record.ed the ~rs res1_>onses 
from the lights on·tji.e·:panel before .h:i,m •• The· s.ubject ~was then presented 
;with a. list of tw.elve colar,s .a,nd.as]fed .to -concentrate fully ·on each one 
-o.f them in orde•r. When he '.Was concentrating. on a ·colqr he "Was to .flip 
' ' . 
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the·nreadyn lever to signal.the receiver •. The receiver·would then re-
spond by way of a microphone. The confederate would.respond according 
to a predetermined.order .. so·that two. of his responses would be correct, 
and ten .incorrect. !he'§. was told he ·could .. respond .to incorrect re_ .. 
·sponses -of the confederate with any leyel of- shock ·which he desired. 
After two·· practice trials, the expe.r:imenter left the room to allow the 
·s to freely administer the shock. 
The subject ,r.md confederate ·were .then returned, to the original 
room and proceeded with the ·secomLtask. It was explained that intel-
ligence may be a factor in asses:sing .·extrasens.ory perception ability, 
and each was asked to take a short·t1IQt1·test •. The test was simply six-
teen questions- involving arithmetic,. v:ocabulary,. and general informa~ ·_ 
tion. It took al'proximately ,10-15 I)linutes to complete. Half of::the 
subjects were allowed to finish the test ~without incident and proceeded 
to the next task. · The. ot;:he.r half were i,nsult;ed by the c0nfederate. .As 
.the subject brought his test to be,g:i;aded, the.confederate made dis-
paraging remarks that the subject's form was easier t.han his, that he 
,could have done.better.and.,finished in half the time if he had .had the 
easier form, and that the ·subject :would. have had to really concentrate 
in order to finish the confederate rs Jorm. 
It next ·was .explained. to the subject and confederate that simul-
taneous concentration on certain types -of material could enhance ESP 
ability. The subject :and confederate were asked to. read the selection 
given to them and concentrate on it at the same time. To assure con-
cent-ration they were to~d that they would be. tes·ted .on the material 
which they had read. The subject:was then asked to read one of three 
literary selections: (1) a-short :$election -of non..;violent mate:t=ial; 
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(2) a short -selection ·which descri.bes .a· violen.t event in a very fac:tual 
manner; or (3) a short -s·electiqn ·des~rihing. t;he-:.s~e vioient ·event .in 
. ' \ . 
inflammatory· language ·with ·heavY .·emqtional o:vertones, ~ch of the three 
' '· 
groups .contained .ten .. subjects ,:who had .previoq.sly been ·insuited, and ten 
subjects -:who had .not been ·ins:ulte4. , .After . .-the subject ·_and confederate 
had both read .the s:ele.ction., they .. were ·aiven ·,five multiple choice ques-
. ·, . , 
t,ions to ·a.ss.ure that they .were ~ttend.ing ·~,o :the ma-te:rial. ?he questions 
I I • · r~ • , 
·were not difficult, and .. subje.cts ,-who--wex-e unable. to answer them correct;-
· ly .were •e.xclti.ded from the.·data analysis, 
The-:subj.ect ·was ,the~ tolc;l :,that;: :in ·o:rc1er ·to determine ·whether the 
,• . · .. 
r:concentration tasks {:lnd- ltthinking;together'' in .the. other. t:asks had 
. enhanced ;their ·e.xtra11en:-s:o.ry perception abiiity ,. they would repea.t the 
. first :tas~. .All sixtY . ."!s ·were_ again asked · .. to administe:i; ·shock .for 
incorrect answers. ·TJ:);e·confederate .again gave,two c;:orrect, and ten 
incor.r~t .re11-ponse.s .• 
After the :·expe:i;imen,t :was over al.1 subjects ·were debr-i.efed as t:o the 
,actual rut.tu·re .of. ·the ·"~eriment ·art4 · ~ut:ion-e(l .not t.o talk to ,anyone;·else 
about it. In ·this period.,_of -cas.ual :;que.stiQning, .any ·subject :who did not 
belie:ve th!:lt ·the .. ,conf.ede+-ate ··was actually bein-g_;shocked, or-·who hac1 a 
concept of 'the ·fi,ctual pur~ose .of "t;;he · s,tu(Jy ·was ~14ninated. 
Des-ign 
The\me~ns. of the ... ten p,re-·teli!t· and .p9st'-t-es.t ··shock intensi'l;:Y levels 
,·\ \ . ' 
·' \ 
were -ob-tainad .for e~ch ·&iubjec~ :and ,were a~lyzed, in a 2 x :3 analysis of 
variance. The. factors ·'.were arous~l (insµlt v;~~sus ,no-i.nlrult) and :ei;no-
· tionality in ea.ch of 'the. three. types :of printed accou,nts :(non-violent, 
factui!l vi0;lent, emotion~l violent). .A ·similar -analys.is ·was pe·r:formed 
with dµ.;ration of shock as the dependent variable. Pearson product-
moment correlations '.were. ·computed .between the intensity and duration 
scores ;for each group. 
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CHAPTER V 
RESULTS 
Shock ·Intens:i,ty Measure 
The ·means and .the xnean difference ·scores :from the pre- and · ~o~t­
test intensity measure for each of the.groups are.shown in Table I, and 
the ·.results of·· ·the . ana lys:i s of variance appear in Tab 1 e .-ll • . The· in-
sulted .subjects increa·sed their ·shock levels :s-igni:hcantly rliore than 
-did the non-insulted .. subject.s (! ==69.83, df=l, 54, R_(.·001). Significant 
·differences :were also found among the, s·cores ·for the ·emotionality var-
iable (f=40.92, df=2,54, £.(.001). However, both of the main effects 
.must be. interpreted cautious.ly. in light of the interaction between 
arousal and. emotionality, which was also significant (!=15.13, df=2,54, 
.E_(.001). 
In order to determine ·which of the ·conditions. were responsible for 
the observed diffe:renqes, additional tests :were ·carried out. The re-
sults of an analys·is of. simple rhain effects are presented in Tf!ble ·III. 
The,aroused £s showed a significantly greater increase in·the intensity 
of 'their shocks than·the non-aroused subjects in the·em9donal..;violent, 
fac tua,l..;violent, .and ·tl:n~-violent treatment :conditi.ons (;!=65. 79, df=l, 54, 
···£_(.dOl; .!=10 .• 13, df=l,54, ,E.(01; .!_=4.14, df=l,54, :£.(.05, re.spectively), 
.although the magnitude of. the··d:i,ff~rence was most '.pronounced for the 
· emoti,onal- and factual-violent .groups .•.. A ·series of orthogonal . .''.' 
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MEANS AND MEAN DIFFERENCE SCORES FOR PRE-
AND POST-TEST INTENSITY OF SHOCK 
Pre-Test . Post-Test 
x SD' x SD 
Anger-Aroused 
Emotional-Violent 4.43 0.95 6.10 0.96 
Factual.:. Violent .4. 72 1.67 5~63,:: ·l. 73 
Non..;Violent ·3.68 . 1.32 4.22 1.42 
1'}on-Aroused 
Emotional..;Violent 4.69 1.63 5.31. 1.52 
: 
Factual:.::. Violent 4 .• 14 1.06 4.69 1.22 
Non..;Violent 4.54 ·1.38 4.85 · 1.48 
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Difference 
. 1.67 
0.91 
0.54 
0.62 
0.55 
0.31 
Source 
Arousal 
(Insult or 
No Insult) 
Emotionality 
(Emotional,;.Violent, 
Factual;.;Viohnt, 
or Non-Nio,lent) 
Arousal x 
Emotionality 
·Error 
(Within Cells) 
*.e_(.001 
TABLE II 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR 
SHOCK. INTENSITY 
df MS 
1 4.469 
2 2.919 
2 0.968 
. 54 0.064 
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... ~-
' 
F 
68.829 * 
40.922 * 
15,125 * 
Source 
Arousal 
Arousal at 
Emotiona1.;.:violent 
Arousal at 
Factual.;,Violent 
Arousal at· 
Non-Violent 
Emt>t iona li ty 
Emotionality for 
Insulted Subjects 
Emotionality for 
·TABLE "III 
SIMPLE MAIN EFFECTS ANALYSIS OF 
VARIANCE FOR SHOCK INTENSITY 
df MS 
1 4.469 
1 5.491 
1 0.648 
l 0•2'65 
2 2.619 
2 3.319 
2 0.267 
Non-Insulted Subjects 
Error 
Withln .Cell& 
*p(.05 
**E:<.01 
***.e_-GOOl 
54 -0.064 
• 
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69.829 
*** 
85,.797 *** 
10 .125 ** 
4.141 
* 
40.922 '*'** 
51.860 
*** 
.. 4.172 
* 
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.comparison-s among:"the means. were also c.ond,ucted. to test the veracity of 
the ~ prio;ri h~pothesized 1relationships. For the i.nsulted ~s, it was 
found .,that the '4ifference ·scores of the ··emotional- and Jactual..;violent 
groups were. ·s·ignificant.ly .greate.r ·t;,han t;hose .c£ the non .. violent group 
, . 
(E_=lO .. ~ 56, df==54, .P.( •. 01). The ·insult.eg .. subje'Cts in the ·emotional-violent 
group were also significantly more aggres:sive than the insulted subjects 
in the .. factual-violent group (E_=9.05, df=54, ,E_(.01). .Similarly, the 
. difference ·s·cores .in the emotional- and., factual-violent con4itions ·were 
greater than thase-in the non..;violent :condition for non-insulted sub-
jects (E_=3.87 ,, df=54, .E_(.01). Howev:er, t.here .were no significant :dif;.i. 
ferences between the. non-insulted :.subjects in the emotional-violent 
:condition and. the non-.insµlted. subjects in ·the factual-violent y<mdition 
(.E,=0.83, df=54, £_).10). 
$hock Duration ~easure 
, The means and mean difference scores for the pre- and post-t-est 
~ . . 
duration measure .for ·each o.f the ,.groups are shown in Table IV. The 
re'sults ;0£ the analysis of variance for the AuratJon nieasure appear in 
'Table V. 
No :sig,nificant ·diffe-renc1es 'were fqund ;between .the du.ration mea·sures 
for the-insulted and.non-insulted subjecijs. The main effect for emo-
tionality was signifJcant,{f=.'3.52, 'd.f=4,54; .P(.05), showing that expo".' 
sure to -different ·reading ;selections did have an effect on the durat:ion 
of the ·shock administered by thEa;-sµbJec;ts. ·Inspection of Table IV 
reveals that :subjects in the,. factual-v-iolent group gave shocks of longer 
.duration than subJe_cts in the emotion~l-·and.non-violent conditions. 
The-'! priori hypotheses were teste~L,using_ orthogonal comparisons. 
·' 
. l'~LE· IV 
~EANS ANJ) MEAN DIFFERENCE .. SCORES FOR PRE-
.AND ·:eosT.; . ';rEST DURA,';rtoN .·OF SHOCK 
Pre;.; rest Post;.;·Test 
x SD x SD 
Anger-Ax-a.used 
Emotioni!ll..:Violent 1. 5,15 0.10 1.551 0.82 
Factual-Violent l.qOO 0.68 2.020 ' 1.17 
Non..:Violent 1.155 0.38 1.127 0.42 
Non-Arous.ed 
. Emotional;.;Violent 1.100 0.72 1.142 0.61 
·Factual-Violent 1.053. 0.51 ·· 1 .. 108 0.52 
Non.;;Violent 0.977 0.25 0.902 0.23 
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Difference 
0.036 
o.419 
-0.027 
0.042 
0.055 
-0.074 
Source 
Arousal· 
(Insult or 
No Insult) 
Emotionality 
(Emotional-Violent, 
Factual..;Violent, · 
or Non..;Violent) 
Arousal X 
Emotionality 
Error 
(Within Cells) 
*E_(.o5 
TABI;.E·v 
ANAL!SIS·OF VARIANCE FOR 
SHOCK.DURATION 
df MS 
1 0.274 
2 0.433 
2 0.200 
54 0.123 
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F 
2.228 
3.521 
* 
1.626 
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A significant diffe-rence was found between the,·emotional- and factual-
violent groups and the non•violent group of insulted subjects (E_~.58, 
df=54~ -.E.(.01), with the scores of the two groups ·which were exposed to 
violent reading selections being greater.than those·who read the non-
violent:selection. ·The ·EmJ.Otional-violent and,fac;tual•violent groups of 
insulted .subjects were also found to h~ve a si$nifi~ant difference be-· 
tween their mean difference ·scores.· (E_=4.56, df=54_, ]~.(.01). The effect 
is in the opposite -direction of the·data for·shock intensity, however. 
In-this case-the.factual..;violent group of subje.c~s ·who had been insulted 
demonstrated a greater increas·e _in ·their. scores than did the ·emotional-
violent·subjects. Both comparisons :for the non-insulted subjects ·were 
-found not ·to be significant .(E_=l.72, df=54, .e.).10 -and !=0.16, df=54, 
i).10, respec.t;i. vely). 
Correlations 
Pearson p:J;"oduct-moment ,corr:elations ·were ·computed. between the mean 
diffe:i;ence scores ..for intensity and duration for ·each of the groups. 
' The ·results appear -in Table VI. None of the ~orr~lations -is s·ignifi-
cantly different from zero, .. and-,no con·sistent pattern ·emerges upon 
viewi.ngthe .. data. 
Anger-
Aroused 
Non-
Arous.ed 
TABLE.VI 
PEARSON PRODUCT.- MOMENT 'CORRELATI()NS :OF 
'SHOOK INTENSI'J;Y WITH SHOCK DURATION 
Emotional- Factual-
·violent Violent 
.... lT. -.48 
., .17 .39 
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·Non-
Violent 
-.53 
-.09 
CHAPTER.VI 
DISCUSS!OU iilW COUGLUSIONS 
The hypothesis that greater amounts of :aggression would result from 
subjects who had been anger-aroused by insult was -confirmed for all 
three. of the emotionality conditions. This finding is consistent ·with 
·previous research using several different experimental paradigms 
. (Berkowitz et al., 1963; Berkowitz, 1965; Berkowitz and Geen, 1966; 
Hartmann, 1969; Henry, 1973), and it·seems to be quite consistent. The 
insult :and arousal provides a large amount of energy for which the 
subject seeks a release. The data indicates that the release does not 
occur through a catharsis resulting from the observation and vicarious 
·participation in viol.en~e, but :r.ather through engaging in aggressive 
actions·when given the opportunity to do so. 
lt·was also hypothesized that exposure to violent reading selec-
tions ·would lea.d to a greater amount of subsequent aggression. This 
hypothesis was confirmed for both the anger-aroused and non-aroused 
. subje~ts. These :results are ·consistent with similar research using 
live.·models (Bandura, 1963), video-taped· filths (Walters, Thomas, and 
Acker, 1962; Geen and Berkowitz, 1967), radio broadcasts· (Scharff and 
" Schlot;tmann, 1973; Schuck et"":~., 1971), .and printed material 
(Schlottmann, Shore, .artd Pa~.:·:z:::o, 1974) as the medium through which the 
violent model was presented. This .finding is ·1;:ontradictory to the 
interpretation given their results by Hartmann (1969) and. Goranson 
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(1969, 1970) who reported a re4uction in aggression for both angerec:l 
and.non-ange;red,.subje~t~ :who·wer.e·exposed to a violent film .. sequence. 
Thtis,:while the·results of t;his.:s.tudy tend to c;:ast doubt on the validity 
of. the· "catharsis. hypothesis·" (Feshbach, 1955), .and the "revised cat.bar-
s.is hypothesis"· or· "sensitization hypothesis"· (Hartmann, 19.69), they 
suhst.antiate.·the ·contentions of Ber\cowitz (1962, 1965, 1970) and 
Bandura. et al. (1963) that ~xposure ·to viq.lent material ·precipi'toates in 
the. observer -a lowering, of inhibitions against vi?lence .and an increase 
in subsequent aggression. 
The third,:hypot:;hesis·was:th~t the:emoti~nality of the wording in 
the ·printed .. selections would. play a par·t in ·.c:ietermining ·the impact .of 
the.viQlence on the.subject;, and that:t:he selection ·with -a highly emo-
, ' . '~· 
tional descr-ipti,on .of -t.he violence 'Would ins-tiga:te ·a g;r-eater amount· of 
aggre~sion .. than·would .the· same ·vialen.t :event :presented in a more .factual 
manner.: This ·was .foun4 .. J~o be-trµe for subjects ·who had been ·~nger-
aroused, but not t;rue for ... non,.;..a),:'oUsed :.subje,ct~ using .shock intensity .as 
the measure of 'ag~ress~on. ,Again. the reS,ults were ·consistent :with 
- Tannenbaum (1972) and,, Schlottmann et al. (1974) who sugges·ted that.·the 
emotional arousal capability of the mate;rial was perhaps :equally as 
important as its :content in ·precij>;Lt~tiqg ,.aggr~ssi9n~ - Though the· e~po-
·sure to violence in .itself ·was :sufficient to in~rease •the subsequent 
aggression in· non--aro:used. subjects, the- high amount of· eP1.otionality in 
the ·printed account :d,id "not seem to ~ppref'.iab.ly. ef feet the amount of 
energy arousal. However, it.seem1;1 that -the·emot;i.onality of ·the account 
. had a potentiating,· effe~t on Eiubjects ·who were already 11nger-aroused. 
\ . \ . ' 
The -added emotionality ,factor in -the violent :a~count .increased· the 
ai;I1.ount of .'._energy geherate4 in the an~ere~,i:subje~t;, 1,and resulted. in 
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.greater increases in aggression w:hen given the opportuntty to express 
their high· level o~ arousal in .the subsequent aggressive .activity. · The 
·witnessing of violence in associat!Lon with an angering incident appears 
to be the condition which is most :conducive to fostering a high degree 
·of further -aggression. 
The.hypotheses·were supported only for the·data on shock intensity. 
When the duration of :administered shocks·was used as the dependent mea-
sure, it·was found that only the angered .subject$ ·who w:ere·exposed to 
the factual account of violence gave·shocks af:significantly longer 
·4,uration. For the rest of the subjects, whether or not the subject had 
· been-anger•a;t"oused p:i:ior to his exposure to the-reading selectiontseems 
to have made little diffe;ence in the length of·' time which he ·chose to 
shock the confederate. It·also seems that the angered subjects ·whds~ 
arous11l is then accentuated.by exposure to a highly emotional account of 
violence tend to. inhibit ·the -duration of the shock ·-which they adminisher 
-and instea4 .concentrate (m manipulating the intensity. On the other 
hand, the subjects who were angered and then read an account of violence 
·which was factually written teduced ·their inhibitions against giving 
.. shocks of ·1onger ·duration and took into consideration both the intf,msity 
and.the-duration of the'shock as viable. means of expressing their ag-
gressive tendencies. 
, In ·previous research in ·which intensity and duration were both used 
as :dependent ·meas.ures of aggtession. the resuits hAve. been inconsist;:enl:. 
In his study of modeled ,,aggression o~ subE5equent -aggressive behavior, 
Hartmann (1969) claimed.that intensity and. duration-were ·compensatory 
,m~sur.es of aggression, .and suggested that the. interaction of the two 
measui-es was the proper evaluatb1e c:r:iterton to use.. Itol:Mv.er, in 11.ght 
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of the .. high od;egree .. of va·r~b:J,lity ,,and inconsis.tency .found with ·clurati,on 
measures by. other ·rese.~rchers, t;he v:cili<;litY.:of Hartmann• s suggestioP: is 
' \ . \ 
very much in",doubt. l}e;kowitz t.~nd J:,ePage (19~7)-,, and Leow (1967) both 
reported .a. greater ·vari~bility. of ·itesµ.lts ·witb ,,;,luratiog than ·with in-
.. ,, \ 
tensity meaisures. · The c0,rrelaUons between ·the: two· measures ·varied 
' ' .. ' . . \ 
.from -.50 to .49 with no apparent logic;:.~l pattern. Henry (1913) also 
found the,results-of;the.two·meas~es ~o be.only ·slightly consistent. 
. . . . ' . 
It appears ·that the·--co~Ji>arab,:ility :o.f ··the.·two. measures as inc:l_icat;ion·s ·of 
-a~gression is .C;lou'btful, .. and that .:stu41es.,,usin~;sQW!· copJ;bination -of in-
'... ' ' •, \ ' \ ' 
tensity and;,Q.u:ratioI). ·-as ·the-::c1epen,d~nt measut".e ·mus.t-be, interpreted .with 
I . . 
·great ·Cq~tioti t,~ avoiq 4~awirt~·;;inac:cu:c_~ te'.~onp lu.sion·s. 
\ \. ;. ' '1 • ·, 
As ·in ·previc;>14J:S research, the'-'qo:rrelat:J,op.s b.etween ~he intensity 
.and, dUt-at:lon d<tta varieq ,from -,-.~3 to .• 39, and: did .not seem to. fall into 
.any prescrib,ed and lagi~al p,attern. 'None ,qf the ·~o:rrelations ·were" sig-
nigi~ntly .. ·different f;i;om ~ero. ·Further :f,nvestig;at:ion direqted speci-
f;tcally at the .,relat~cmsh.ip between ·th~.se two measures of :aggression ·:. ·~ 
would be useful. 
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APPENDIX A 
INSTRUCTIONS FOR·PRE-TEST 
Hi--I•mLyle Anderson. I•m a graduate student in clinical psycho-
logy--and my doctoral dissertation deals with the field of parapsycho-
logy. I•d like to get. to know both of you--what are your names? Are 
either one of·you familiar·with parapsychology or extrasensory percep-
tion? ·Have you ever experienced what you think·was an extrasensory 
experience? Would you like to. try? 
As you know, extra.sensory perception is the ability to communicate 
with another person through thoughts. In this experiment I•m:rooking 
at the effect on.ESP ability of several different variables. One of 
these is the threat of electric· shock. · The electric shocks which one 
of you. will receive ·will· llary from mild to strong, but none of the 
shocks will ever be so great as to cause .any physical harm. If you•d 
rather not participate you may leave. 
First we have to select which one of you will receive the-shock and 
. who will be. the. one to administer it. In the box ate two slips of paper 
.,.-would you reach up and choose one please(to confederate)? Letts see 
.--it says that you•t"e to receive the shocks--so that means. that yol,l•ll 
be the one to administer it. 
In front of.you.is a shock board with levers numbered from one to 
ten. ·The shock from lever /Fl is mild, ranging up to-1110 which. is strong. 
I•ll take John in and hook the electrodes up to him in.the next 
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room. Your job·wHl be to push the single lever here marked nready,11 
and then concentrate on the first color on the:.list in front of you. 
John will try to receive your thoughts, and when he thinks he knows the 
color, he•ll respond over the microphone from the other room with the 
color·. If he is right--then don•t shock him. If he•s wrong then shock 
him with any degree of shock .. that you want to. The shock will continue 
as long as the lever is pressed down. If he.receives some thoughts 
from you and is correct--you also put an X in the.blank on the answer 
form opposite the ones. that he got right. The first.two colors on the 
,, list .. are for ·practice so that you can both get used .to the idea-.;. so 
don•t shock him for the first two times if he•s wrong. After. that go 
down the list in.order, and shock any:wrong answers. Be sure to press 
the levers down firmly when you shock him. 
Do you both. understand? Do you have any questions? · 0~--1 • ll go 
hook John.up to the machine and then come back iind tell you whenwe•re 
, set up to. go. 
· Call me. when you •ve both completed the first list. 
APPENDlX B 
INSTRUCTIONS FOR INTELLIGENCE .. T,EST 
!'lo.w--itt s .been, found that intelligence is one of the things which 
correlates positively.with ESP ability. So· l want, you both.to take an 
intelligence t.est. Itt s a short test. Some of. the questions may be 
harder than they .·first appear., though, so, you,may, not get all of them 
correct. Go ahead .and complete the. fi;rst page and then ·stop.. I·t ll tell 
you when to. beg·in ·with question 1. (After -~s have completed first page). 
Any ·questions? OK--go ahead and begin. 
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APPENDIX C 
WESTERN :J:NTELLIGENCE.SCALE 
Age·---------------....... D.a~~:...· ......... ___._........, ______ _,_ __ ..,...__ 
.. Classification 
~-----------------~-----------
:J:NSTJUJCTIONS: . You are to answer .. questions !'l,nd solve problems. this 
test takes very ,little,·time.. Bllt you must r.e~d .ca;refU.llY and do your 
best. How well.you work now.may tell how·-well you .can·.learn. This is 
a test of your ability to· learn. Be.· sure to answer all ~questions. 
Below are·· sample. questions tp be answered,. Complete these· sa,mple 
.. quest.ions and wait for 'the examiner• s instruction before continuing. 
5. SADNESS is the-opposite of: 
1. Numbness ·2. M.ise:ry 3. Trouble 4. ·Pessimism 
5. Gladness · 
· ·+he; right .answer is· Qladness.. T.his is number- 11511, so 
11511 is the .answet" on the line to. the-left. 
Now you do the next one. 
What .is thep;u!Ilber left out? 
---- 66 . 62 . 58 50 46 
The .. ·right :answer is 115411, so.·115411 should be, the.answer on 
the,. line .at .the left. 
Do the next one. 
GO - LEAVE ••• ·Mean: 
--- 1 •.. · Same ·2. Opposite 3. Neither SCJ;me nor oppodte 
Go - Leave ·mean the·· "same11, so• 11111 is the number that 
should go on·the line.at the l~ft. 
STOP 
WHEN THE EXAMINE~ TELLS YOU· TO-DO SO, TURN THE.PAGE AND.ANSWER THE 
QUESTIONS. 
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l. ·WARFARE means .the opposite of: 
· .1. Amnesty '2. f·ighting 3. Battle 4. Tactics 
5. ·Siege 
2. Which word .. differs from. the others? 
1. ·Pastor ·2. ·Plumbe:t: · 3.. Physician 4. Physicist 
5. ';l?sychologist 
3. At-range the.·wo.rds below to form a s;entence. ls this sentence: 
1. . T:i::ue ~. false 3.. Not .cert:ain 
FOODS ANP ARE BREAD .f\S USED· BUT~ER 
4. Oil sells at 30¢ a quart. At.this ·price, how many quarts can 
. you.buy ;f·o:i::$4.507 . 
5. Which number .·does not belong? 
27 24 21 18 :14 12 9 
6. How many pairs. of name,s below-are the.same: 
Johnson, B. C. Johnstone, B. ·C. 
Wright, T. H. Wright, T~ H. 
T·erreU, · R. A. Ter.rell, · !l· A. 
Oliver, L. T. Oliver, T~ ~. 
6 
7. The meanings of the two· sta~ements below ·are: 
1. Same· . 2. "OppoS:ite •.J. N,either ·same nor opposite 
All ts ;w:ell t~a,t . ends "well. 
Let :sleeping::::clogs ,lie. 
. "' ' ' .. 
8_. ·WI:NTE.R m~ans .the opposite of: 
9. 
-. -.-
1.. Au.tumn . ·2. ·Spring 3. Suxnmer , 4... Fall 
5. ·Cold, 
What number ·should "fallow the. last nu~ber .. below? 
·256 ~ .. 64 16 4 1 
10. A soldier hits a t.a:i::get; with a --rifle .90%· of- the time. How .many 
',shots m,ust·he1$hoot·t9 .. make."27 hits?. 
11. F;rom these three "parts ·which . . ~igure below 
can pe made? . 
1. 2. 3 .• 4. 
12. .A jet :plane travels -450 miles in 50 minutes.. At this ·rate, 
how many miles ·will t.his plane travel in an hour? 
13. If the .. first ·two ·statements below are true, what is the las·t 
- statement? 
1. ·True . 2. False 3,. N.ot certain 
·~ast f~le ·dogs .are ·smart. 
'r.his .is ·a f~le ·<Jog. 
?his :qog i.s Sl1Jart. 
14. ·EXPENDirru:iµ:.- R.Ji;CEU't mean: 
l. Same . , ·2. Opposite "3.. Nf;?ither · sa-Jl!.e nor opposoite 
15. 'What i·s the number left ·out? 
'-.-· . '130 .122 113 92 8.0 
16. ,A -d~ale;r bought -a. number.-of, television '-S~ts. for $16 ,000.. He 
·sold.them Jar $19,000, making a.prafi:t of.$150 on .each set 
he 1s9ld. How I1lanY _·sets. tlid he. ·.sell·? 
. END 
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APP:U:NDIX D 
.. :!!'.. 
· INSTRUCTlONS ~OR· RE.AD ING. 'SEL:al'.Ct.ION 'T.ASJ.(;,i 
: • • I.' ' :•, ., • • ' ~ • 
Now-•it rs been. found -that .concentz:,a.ting,4on. ·the· same thing at the 
·.same, time -·t,endEJ to inwrove you;r.:ESP 'perfqpn.:mce. :pm going to give_._you 
. . ', '• ' 
each a copy of a .news story to r~4- .... and· Lwan.t sou. both t,o concentrate 
-on i.t·•wP,ile. y,ourre-·reading;it •. See.if you can feel anything from the 
I " 
. other ·person. ·When yourr·e finishe4 •.. :f;lm ~oing 1 to .ask you a few .questions 
about :what. you read-..;so -read .carefully _and .concentrate. , .Any questions? 
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APPENDIX E 
. QofOTIONAl,.~Y;IOLENT ··SELECTION 
It often·qoesn•t talte,very tnuch to throw an entire large 9ity into 
a ·state of panic and ~s.s hysteria. ; In .this case· it ·was the vicious 
murders ,of :several young sini,le :wO!llen in ·the,prime ,of ·their ·lives. Each 
of the ·women had been. '-Sadistically tQrtur.ed and brutally strangled in 
the safety of her own apartment. And.in each ~ase there appeared to be 
no reason for the-killin~. No clues :were .. found, nothilng ·was stolen, the 
murderer had even been let into the.apartment by the ·victim hers~lf. 
The:·wometvwere all young and ·.?t:.trac.tive, .and each lead a very no~l and 
~ ' ' ' 
inconspicuous.life. Yet the ironic twist to the-. story is'that each of 
the·:women volunta:t:ily let into her apartment .the insane·mut"derer-who 
was to be the last. :person that she:·was ev:er ·to __ s:ee .al:i,.ve • 
. It:was because of this that Gary Cham.be;rla:J,n skipp,ed up the ·stairs 
~nd knocked .. on -the a-partm.ent :door of his. :fiancee,. B.arbara Sims. B~rbari\! 
·was a -dark-haired, ,attrac,tive,, 23 y~~r old graduate ·stu<Jent '.Who' was 
. looking forwa:rd .. to a cai:eer ·in ope;a. .,An ~ellent :singer., she"was 
' 
const.E!.ntly pra~ticing ;.for ~he: day whel'.l ".she ·wQuld .be able_ ·to: fulfill her 
dream. But t.oday he:-:was 'w-orried abput h~r., · ~rlie:i:- that mo-rning he 
had .found a .note from. Kim. ~reeman, .a close .friend ... of Barbar-a 1 s, who ·was 
"G4lrY.--l. 1 m k.:j.nd of worded .abaut BaJ:"b; rr the note · sa;id. ·.tr She 
-didn rt ,show. up for rehearsal this 111Pining and I haven't seen her a 11 
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day. ·If yol.l see her--tell her to call me. - Kim" 
The ··rehears.al was for a prodl.lct-ion. of ~ that Barbara was to 
appear in later in the month, .and she had never missed a rehearsal be-
fo:i:-e--no matter ·what came .up. That ·was one of the things that had fi.rst 
attracted.him to. her when they met on the ·campus three years befot?e. 
She·was •warm, outgoing, and.excited about.her volunteer·work at the 
M;edfield School far·Retarded Children where .. she helpedthe handicapped 
chi.ldren t:o.-sing .and: have ·fun ·with music. H~ knqcked a couple of times, 
and no one .answered,. so used the.·key she had given him to. open the doat. 
As ·the-door swung open his .heart began to pound. · The usually. neat a-
, partment was torn apart. He ·.rushed ,in--and · then he :saw Barbara. Her 
clothes had.been·torn off of her and. she ·was lying on her back on the 
sofa, her left leg.hanging stiffly.over the back, and her right· leg 
' ' 
dangling loosely to the floor. Her hands had been tied behind her·with 
wire •So.tightly that the.cushion was stained with blood from the gashes 
.in· her ·wt:ists. The· skin on her neck ·was blue frorit the ·pres:sure of the 
' 
. nylon ·.s·tockings •which had been twisted tightly around h, and they. were 
caked. with blood from the.s.lash acros:s her. throat. 
Pa·ralyzed with ·horJ;"or, Gary .to:re the blinc;lfold frottl her face. 
H.er. eyes :were glassy and ~i'h:Lte, .and her fal(.orite scarf had been ·stuf~ed 
I 
. into he.r mouth. Her banes ~;ere ·~old ~nd clammy, and her body was mu-
tilated and. lifeless. 
Though it appeared that barbara had been stJ;angled, death had 
com~ as a re·sult of stabbing--22 times, four of the ·wounds, had torn 
open her throat, the othe:J;" 18 stab woµn4s:desctibed an unmistakeable 
bull ts :eye -design on each of ·he.:i;: breasta--a large :circle t)nclos·ing a 
· smaller ·cir~le-..;and a final stab woumd right in the center. In a 
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moment of frenZy- the killer had carved "KISS MEtt on the inside of each 
of her thighs. A bloody butcher knife with a .five-and-a-half inch 
blade was found _in the ·splattex-ed kitchen sink.. The murderer had wiped 
the blood from hi.s hands with her blouse. The ·police ·surgeon said that 
she.had been dead for 24 to 36 hours. The newspaper that she had been 
reading ·was still on the table beside the sofa. It turned out to be 
the last·thing that she ever did. 
The ·pattern was the same--the,nylon stockings, the vicious muti-
1E1-tion of the body, the sadistic torture before death. ,And as in all 
the other cases, there·seemed:to be ,no reasolil·why anyone ·could hate.her 
so much that theyrd d.o to her body what had beeri done that ~~'Y· · The 
. ,,. 
·police theorized. that the killer ·was a. homocidal maniac. 
APPENDIX F 
-FACTUAL.:VIOLENT SELECTION 
It has often been found that di$tu:rbances in the life-of·large 
cities may be traced to one ·p,articular. event or ~s:eries -of events. One 
often quoted example is the unexplained homocides of several young 
women in a major city in the_ :t"ecent ·past;. In each case the women were 
unmarried .and living .alone. The investi~~tion of the -incidents revealed 
that the motive could n.ot have been theft, as nothing had been stolen 
from any of the apartments ·where the hqmocide's took place. An addt ... 
tional factor ·which puzzled .. the ·police i.s that ·in no case ·was there any 
-sign of forcible. entry. _All of the victims ·seemed .to be rath~r ctvera·ge 
· ·women, who led very normal and .inconspicuous lives_. It ·was hypothesized 
that the ,C!.SSailant :must have gained entry through some ·sort of deceptim, 
belying the. true intent .of 'th.e v~s-it. 
An account .of one of the- in~id_ents related. that Oary Chamberlain 
had appeared at the .. apa:t".tment of-hi$ .fiancee, .Barbara Sii;ns. Miss Sims 
:was a :dark-haired, 23 year old graduat~ 'stu4~nt ::~n mu·s-.ic, who was as-
piring to a career .as an opera singer. .$he was very talented, .a,nd dili-
gent in her ·practicing in pursuit~of 'the day when she,would have the 
opportunity to :realize he:i; desire. to sing profess·ionally. Earlier in 
·the ·day :Mr. Chamberlain had .req:7ived _a- note .from Miss Kimberley Freeman, 
a close friend of Miss Sims, which had caused him to be -.concerned about 
her. The note read "Gary--Itm kind of ·worried about Barb. . She didnt t 
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show· up for ·rehearsal this µi.orning .and I haven rt s·een her :all d~y. If 
you .see her--tell her to call me •. -- ·Kim". The rehearsal was fo.r ·a 
college ·production of 'Verdi rs Aida. in which Miss ·Sims ·was to appea·r 
l~ter in. the month. S'b,e had .been very ~nvolv,ed .in practicing for her 
·performance, ,and had not been absent from .any of the ·previous sessions. 
Miss Sims ·was described by. her. friends as ·warm and outgoing, and oftE;m 
talking about. her involvement as a musi.c. th~rapist at the .Medfield 
· School for Retarded ·.chilclt"en. 
Mr. Cham.berlain received,no t"esponse.to his knocks on the.door, 
s.o he let hims.elf ·into the apat:tment :with a key which had been given to 
him. . As he opened the ·door, he,;found the.· contents of the apartment 
· strewn around .. the ·room in a·· st.ate , of ··di s~i.-ray. He ··entered. the apartment 
:and ... found·Miss ·simsr unclothed body on the· sqfa in "the living room. Her 
·W+:ists had been ·bound· behind .. hel:' back, .and.: two of her ·nylon ·Stockings 
' ' ' 
·were found knotted aro.und. her ·n·eck .•. She had aiso ·received a laceration 
on her thro~t. 
Temporarily .ve·ry confused and.:,disoriented., ·Mr. Chamberlain removed 
a. blindfold.which .had covered .. ,the victimrs. eyes and a scarf ·which·had 
been used as a gag. Miss 'Sims :pid not :i:-espond,to effol:'tS to revive her, 
and she ·was listed as :deac;\-an-arrival at a. local he spit.al. 
The-corotte;rr s report stated th~t cleath had .not occurred by as·phix-
iation as had been assumed, but :rather as. ·the result of a series of 
wounds which she had received :;in the ·course -o,f the attack. Evidence .of 
lacerations was found.,;in the:area of the-victimrs neck and throat, and 
circumscribing both brecists. ~d.;i.tioncil wounds were discovered in the 
.re~;i.on oi:-· the-inside ·of, each thi~h. 'l'hemurder·weapon·was assumed to be 
a fixed blade knife ·which was found,,in :the kitchen ·sink ·.of the apartment. 
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The. blood type found.on the weapon matched.that of the victim. The 
. coronert s report estim(!.ted ... that 24~36 hours had incurred since the time 
of death. A>local newspaper, which the victim-was apparently reading 
at the time of the.incident, was .found on the table beside the-sofa. 
· folice confirmed, that the. elements of the homocide ·were identical 
to. the :patte.rn of ·previous att!!l~ks. The ,ass~ilant gained en.t~ without 
force, used .articles of the .victim's clothing to prevent her from re-
sisting, and performed some sort of 'ritual before murdering the victim. 
No apparent motive had been Q.iscovered .. in any of the homocides. The 
·poli,ce theorized, that the fugitive was ment~lly unstable, and reconnnend-
ed ;psychiatric evalua.tion in -the event of. his apprehension. 
APPENDIX G 
NON .. VIOLENT .SELECTION 
What .does .it .take to set up the. third largest fair in the United 
States? Ralph Woods, .as gl'·ounds superintend:ent :at the Tulsa State Fair, 
has the-difficult task of ·preparing the .fair ·grounds and numerous 
buildings .for the .:,influx of. ~xhibitors and parti-~ipants ·of· the 1972 
fair.«· This yei!ir• s .fair ·will be h~ld from Sept. 28 to Oct. 8 .• 
Woods has a good-background.for handiing a.fair. This will be 
the twenty,•ninth he has hancUe4. Bes·ides ·.setting_ up the .fair, sometimes 
two and three ·time's :in the· same a-rea, ·woods· :is responsible for the es-
timated one an~ a half million -.fair ·v-isitors and for ·planning ·for the 
· dispos.al of tons of tr11sh. 
·Woods primary job. is taking ·care -Cff ·the fair grounds and building·s 
throu~hout the .yeal'. Thls year a great many of the buildings on the 
.grounds.have .been· repainted.and new roofs have been_ put on the·Pavillion 
and General Exhibits Building. The:t"e has. a:J.so "Peen exten·sive renovation 
axound the grounds. Even:though almost .a half million ·dollars have been 
expended .. .;;profits d.erived. in the ·past tw0 years ,of ·operation by the 
,Tulsa Fair~rounds Trust A,uthoriiy .... to build.,new structures and renovate 
. other old buildings, ·w-aods cannot. g.et a good ·.start on putting the- buUd-
ings into·_ shape .for ·the_ fair -until the last minute. 
"They are either in ·u.se, or a're serving as storage facilities," 
Woods explained to this reporter •. ttThe'.buiiqings that :are.not being 
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used are put into shape as far in advance as possible. The rest of 
them? Well, my men have t.o cont,inue working on them as the various 
exhibitors move in,11 he said. 
Woods has a .fairly larg.e regular crew to care for the fair grounds, 
but a number of part•time·workers are .added to-the force to expand it to 
about 150 a week before the fair ·_starts. It remains at that number 
unt;il about two weeks after the .end of the fair. 
Fortunately for Ralph Woods, the various commercial· exhibit booths 
are erected by a ·privately contracted lirm and C1;re finished by the ex-
hibitor. But even then preparing for the iair is no &mall task for 
Ralph Woods and his dedicated crew. The animal exhibit barn is probably 
·Woodts biggest headache each year.· The buildings,.·200 feet wide by,.1767 
feet long, with a 209 foot by 200 foot addition. to the north, is the 
largest ·animal barn in the entire world •.. More than 7000 animals are 
housed in the barn and adjoirting .building :during. the fair. Sometimes 
the amount of space available is.not enou~h. The fair employees are 
forced to move about 5,0.00 more bales bef,ore ·the fair begins. 
:.> 
·A contract food'; dealer generally supplies :i;nore than 20,000 pounds 
of feed and, e;>chibitors bring 10,000 to 15,000 m.ore. It·is Woodst 
respons.ibility to see that :the straw and feed are· stored properly. 
When the -animals be~in to arrive a few days before:·the fair begins, 
every .. county in the· st:ate, several. other states and Canada are repre .. 
sented, certain of Woodst employees m.ust supervise-the loading and un-
loading of trucks and vans .and make sure that the animals are taken to 
the proper pens .in the barn. Qther employees put the hundreds of pens 
together, with the knowledge that every board, bolt and post in the 
.building ·will have to. come ~own in just two short weeks. 
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The horse exhibits change three times during the fair. For this 
reason, the ·stalls must be, thoroughly cleaned three times during the 
fair. Other areas are only cleaned twice, on the fifth day and at the 
end of the fair. The daily cleanup of the barns, straw and manure 
produces amountain of material which is then sold in bulk to various 
individuals for potting soil. The tons of trash taken from the midway 
and walkways are taken to a private dump. 
Another s.ide job that is handled, by.Wood.s is providing dormitory 
facilities for those ··whp stay, on the fairgrounds throughout the fair .• 
nwe go on. 16-hour days one week before the fair, then work around the 
clock during the fair. We all get very little sleep then," Woods 
concluded. 
APPENDIX H 
QUESTIONS FOR VIOLENT SELEC1IONS 
1. Who discovered the body? 
a) her mother 
b) her fiance 
c) her father 
___ 2. The murderer was believed to be 
- a) her fiance 
- b) mentally unstable 
c) heavily armed 
3. Beverly Sims was 
a) .a writer 
b) a housewife 
c) studying_ for -a career in opera-
4. Death occurred as a-result of 
a) knife,wounds 
b) gunshot wound 
c) st:c:an~ulation 
5 •. The v:J.ctim lived in 
-- a)· a ru:i;;al area 
b) a large city 
c) a small . . suburb 
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.-APPENDIX I 
QUESTIONS FOR NON-VIOLENT-SELECTION 
_ 1. ·· Ralph .Woods is su.perintendent of 
a) . the·, OSU fair 
b) ·Tulsa World Fair 
c) Oklahoma State Fair 
2. How.many.assistants does Woods have during the fair? 
a) 10 
b) 75 
c) 150 
3 •. Woods salary for.the year is 
a) $10,000 
b) '$6,000 
c) not stated·in article 
4. Woods is not responsible for the 
a) barns 
b) buildings 
c) . f!ir finances 
5. True.or false: Woods is responsible for finding dormitory 
space for t.hose ·who. stay on the fairgrounds throughout the fair. 
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APPENDIX J 
INSTRUCTIONS FOR POST-T.EST 
Now--for the last task ·11 d like to see if the shock. and the period 
of concentrating together has enhanced your a~ility to perceive each 
othert s thoughts. lid like you to repeat the extrasensory learning 
experiment again. Remember that you only shock wrong answers. The 
shocks still range from mild in #1 to strong in #10. Go in order down 
the list. When youtre c.oncentrating on a color push the "ready" lever. 
Wetll take two practice to get warmed up--and then begin to shock any 
wrong answers. 
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:APPENDIX.K 
EXPERIMENTAL.DATA.FORINTENSITY'OF.SHOCK 
Emotional Factual Non-Violent 
Pre Post d Pre Post ·d Pre ·Post d 
s~- 4.4 6.3 1.9 s1 4.5 5.5 1.0 S1 1.9 2.4 0.5 
s2· 6.3 7.7 1.4 
-S2 a.6 9 .• 6 1.0 s2 4.7 5.2 0.5 
. S3 4.a ,7.3 2.5 S3 2.3 3.t o.a S3 5.6 .6.0 0.4 
Anger- S4 4.6 5.9 1.3 S4 5.1 6.1 1.0 S4 2.3 2.9 0.6 
Aroused S5 3.0 .· 4.a .1.a . S5 5.2 6.2 l .• o S5 2.4 3.0 0.6 
86 3.4 4 .• a 1.4 86 .4.3 -4.9 0 .• 6 S6 4.5 5.0 0.5 
(Insult) S7 3.6 5.4 t.a 87 2.3 3.1 o.a . S7 4.9 5.6 o. 7 
Sa 5.1 6.5 1.4 ·Sa 4 .• 6 . 6.1 1.5 Sa 4.5. 5.4[ 0.9 
S9 3.a 5.4 .1.6 89 4.9 5.6 0.7 89 1.9 1.9 o.o 
S10 5.3 6.9 1.6 S10 5.4 6.1 0.7 s10 4.1 4.a 0.1 
·- -X= 4.43 6.10. 1.67. X= 4.72 5.63 0.91 X= 3.6a 4.22 0.54 
•PJ:"e ·Post d Pre ·Post d Pre Post d 
S1 2.9 3.5 0.60 S1 3.6 4 .• 2 0.60 S1 2.4 2.6 0.20 
S-2 2.4 3 .• 5 .1.10 82 6.2 6.9 Q.70 s2 5.1 5.5 0.40 
·83 4.0 4 .• 5 0.50 ·S3, 4.5 5.1 0.60 SJ. 5.2 5.4 0.20 
Non- S4 6.1 6.7 0 .• 60 ·S4, ·3.a 4.0 0.20 S4 3.6 3.6 o.oo 
Arous·.ed S5 5.7 6.1 0.40 S5 ·3.1 3.4 -0.30 ·SS 2.2 2.4 0.20 
86 2.9 3 .• 5 0.60 86' 2.2 2.7 Q.50 s6 4.2 4.5 0.30 (No 'Insult) S7 6.3 6.9 .0.60 ·S7 3 .• 6 4.0 .0.40 S7 • 6.9 7.3 0.40 
Sa 3.4 4.2 .0.82 sa 4.6 .5. 7 1.10 Sa 5.6 .6 .1 Q.50 
S9 6.4 6.9 . Q.50 89 4 .• a 5.5 . 0.70 89 5.2 5.7 o.so 
810 6.8 7.3 ·o.so . ·S10 5.0 5.4 0.40 S10 5.0 5.4 0.40 
- 4.69. s.31 0 .• 62 - 4. 14 A. 69 . O. 55 - 4.54 4.as 0.31 X= X= X= 
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Anger-
Aroused 
(Insult) 
Non-
A-roused 
(No Insult) 
APPENDIX L 
EXPERIMENTAL D.AIA FOR DURATION OF SHOCK 
Emotional Factual Non..;Violent 
Pre Post d Pre Post d Pre Post d 
81 2.3a 2.33 -.05 81 1.69 1.64 -.05 81 1 • 33 1 • 20 - • 13 
S2 2.1a l.a9 -.29 S2 1.43 1.75 0.32 82 o.a4 0.56 ... 27 
S3 Q.89 0.70 -.la S3 0.50 1.04 0 .54 S3 1.56 l.5a 0.02 
S4 0.83 0.91 o.oa S4 1.611.46 -.15 S4 1.56 1.66 0.10 
S5 1.07 1.32 0.25 S5 1.57 2.19 0.62 S5 1.32 1.11 -.20 
s6 2.06 2.04 -.01 S6 2.00 2.46 o.46 S6 0.97 1.15 0.18 
S7 1.31 1.16 -.15 S7 1.34 1.44 0.10 S7 1.04 0.50 -.53 
Sa 0.99 1.02 0.02 Sa 0.96 0.92 -.04 Sa 1.69 1.67 -.02 
S9 0.71 0.69 -.02 S9 3.27 5.26 1.97 S9 0 • 7 3 1. 17 0 • 45 Sia 2.6a 3.37 0.71 S10 1.61 2.01 0.41 S10 0.50 0.62 0.12 
- - -x= 1.51 1.55 0.04 x= 1.60 2.02 o.42 x= 1.16 1.13 -.03 
Pre Post ·d Pre Post d Pre ·Post d 
S1 1.62 1.89 Q.2a St 0.60 0.6a 0.08 S1 1.54 1.34 -.20 
S2 0.84 0.94 Q.10 S2 l.6a 1.54~.14 S2 0.79 0.94 0.15 
S3 1.53 1.55 0.02 'S3 0_.52 1.04 0.52 S3 1.07 1.12 0.04 
s4 2.a1 2.05 -.76 s4 1.20 1.15 ~.o5 s4 o.90 o.a5 ... o5 
S5 0.68 0.55 :-.13 S5 0.67 0.72 Q.05 S5 1.14 0.98_-.16 
s6 1.20 1.58 o.3a s6 o.63 0.81 0~19 s6 o.67 o.67 o.oo 
S7 1.12 1.49 0.37 S7 1.25 .o.a5 -.39 S7 0.67 0.66 -.01 
sa o.34 o.54 0~20 sa 1.23 1.54 o.31· sa· 1.03 1.11 o.oa 
s9 0.11 0.23 0.06 s9 2.11 2.29 0.19 s9 1.10 0.61 -.5o 
S10 0.69 0.60 -.09 S10 0.65.0.46 .-.19 SlO O.a5 0.75 -.10 
' ' i= 1.10 1.14 o.o4 i= i.o5 i.11 0.06 i= o.9a o.9o -.oa 
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